In this paper we describe how discriminative training can be ap plied to language models for speech recognition. Language mod els are important to guide the speech recognition search, particu larly in compensating for mistakes in acoustic decoding. A fre quently used measure of the quality oflanguage models is the per· plexity ; however, what is more important for accurate decoding is not necessarily having the maxim um likelihood hypothesis, but rather the best separation of the correct string from the compet ing, acoustically confusible hypotheses. Discriminative training can help to improve language models for the purpose of speech recognition by improving the separation of the correct hypothe sis from the competing hypotheses. We describe the algorithm and demonstrate modest improvements in word and sentence erro r rates on the DARPA Comm unicator task without any increase in language model complexity.
INTRODUCTION
Statistical language models are often used in speech recognition based on the maximum a posteriori decision rule to find the opti mal word sequence W for a given speech signal X:
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where P(XIW) is the acoustic model. and peW) is the language model. TraditionaUy, language models have been trained to have maximum likelihood (P(W» or minimum perplexity. Although a lower perplexity is often correlated with a better recognition per fonnance. the correlation is not perfecL In fact. one could some times have a lower perplexity. yet not see a lower error rate. The
traditional argument that what we really want is minimum classifi· cation error, not maximum likelihood. also holds here. For exam· pie. a measure of language model based on competing hypotheses has been proposed [2] , and it was argued that this measure has a higher correlation with the word err or rate than the traditional mea sure ofpeIplexity. Furthennore, when assump tions made about the model are incorrect and the amount of data used to train the model not sufficient. maximum likelihood training yields a suboptimal solution. In such cases discriminative training based on minimum classification error yields a bett er solution [4] .
Discriminative training of the language model has recently been suggested to improve Chinese speech recognition [1] . In that paper, the training corpus was manipUlated to increase or de crease the counts of word sequences to compensate for errors that were observed during speech recognition. In addition. new words and word sequences from a tuning set were added to the language model. It is unclear how much of the reported improvements were due to the reduction of out-of-vocabuJary words and how much to
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In this paper, we propose a model-based approach for discrim. -inative training of language models. The language model is trained using the generalized probabilistic descent (GPO) algorithm [4, 3] to minimize the string erro r rate. The goal is to adjust the lan guage model to overcome acoustic confusion and achieve mini mum recognition err or. Details of this framework are given neltt.
DISCRIMINATIVE TRAINING
In this section, we describe how the parameters of an n-gram Ian· guage model, originally trained using the conventional maximum likelihood criterion. are adjusted to achieve minimum sentence er ror through improving the separation of the correct word sequence from competing word sequence hypotheses.
Given an observation sequence Xi representing the speech signal and a word sequence W = WI, Wa, ••.
• Wn. we define a discriminant function that is a Weighted combination of acoustic and language model scores:
where A is the acoustic model, r is the language model. and Q is the inverse of the language model weight. A common strategy for a speech recognizer is to select the word sequence WI with the largest value for this function:
WI =argmaxg(Xi.WiA,r).
W A list ofN-best word sequence hypotheses is defined as follows:
W�= argmax g(Xi.W;A,r).
where W� is the rth best hypothesized word sequence.
Let Wo be the known correct word sequence. We would like to compare the discriminant function for Wo and that for N com peting word sequences {WI, W2 •. .. ,WN} hypothesized by the recognizer that are different from Woo For this purpose, the mis classification function is defined to be:
where the anti-discriminant function representing the competitors is defined as:
'1 is a positive parameter that controls how the different hypothe ses are weighted. In the limit as '1 4 00, the anti-discriminant function is dominated by the biggest competing discriminant func tion: G(Xi.WI •. .. • WNiA,r) 4 g{X,.WliA.r). Therefore 0-7803-7402-9/02/$17.00 Cl200 2 IEEE 1-325 in this limit, the misclassification function is the difference be tween the scores of the best competitor and the correct string.
The interpretation of the misclassification function is that if it is positive, a sentence error is made, if negative, the hypothe sized string i s correct. That is, d(X'i A, r) > 0 implies an err or in sentence recognition: the discriminant function for the correct word sequence is less than the anti-discriminant function of com peting word sequences. To formulate an erro r function appropriate for gradient descent optimization, a smooth, differentisble func tion ranging from 0 to I such as the sigmoid function is chosen to be the class loss function:
where or and 9 are constants which control the slope and the shift of the sigmoid function, respectively. Using the GPO algorithm, the parameters of the language model can be adjusted iteratively (with step size �) us i ng the following update equation to minimize the recognition erro r:
The problem of jointly training the acoustic and language model discriminatively is important but complicated For simplicity. we here focus on training only the language model discriminatively. keeping the acoustic model constant. The gradient of the loss func tion becomes
where the first term is the slope associated with the sigmoid cIass loss function and is given by:
(10)
Ifwe regard r as being parametrized by the n-gram log proba bilities, to compute "d{l,;A,I'), we can take the partial derivatives with respect to each of the log probability parameters. Without loss of generality, we use a bigram language model as an example.
Let Pw.wv = log P(W2!Wl) be the bigram log probability for the bigram w., w,I. Using the definition of d in Equation 5 and after working out the mathematics, we get:
where and I (W, WZ wlI) denotes the number of times the bigram wz wlI appears in word sequence W. These two equations hold for any n-gram, not just bigram.
Intuitively, if we focus only on the top competing hypothesis, we see that what the algorithm is doing is counting the number of bigram terms in the correct string and the competing hypothe sis. All the bigrams common to both sentences cancel out and the parameters associated with such bigrams are left unchanged. For the bigrams in the correct string but not in the hypothesized string, we add a little to the log probability parameter associated with these bigrams. For the bigrams in the competing string but not in the correct string, we decrease the corresponding parameters . The amount of increase or decrease is proportional to the step size 40, the value of the slope oftbe sigmoid function and the difference in the number of times the bigram appears. The slope of the sigmoid function is 0 for very large positive or negative d, so that no ad· justments are done for a sentence whose total score of the correct string is much better (already correct) or much worse (hopeless to correct) than those of the competing strings. This effective deci· sion boundary is defined by thc parameters of the sigmoid function "Yand8.
Notice that the only dependence on the acoustic scores (more specifically, the total acoustic and language model score) in the equations are in C� and in the slope Itt, . In fact, if only the single best competitor is used, Cr = 1 and does not depend on the acoustic score at all. Thus the major influence of the acoustic scores is through the value of the sigmoid slope, which determines how much weight a particular training sample bas in updating the parameters.
ISSUES IN LANGUAGE MODEL ADJUSTMENTS
In this section, we discuss issues that complicate the simple formu lation given in the previous section. Again for simplicity and with· out loss of generality, we discuss only a bigram language model.
In the previous section, we showed that the bigram probabili ties are adjusted during discriminative training. If a partiCUlar bi· gram does not exist in the language model, its probability is com puted vis back-off to the unigram probability according to:
where b(WI) is the back-offweightforword WI, and P(W2) is the unigram probability of word W2.
What does it mean then to adjust P{ UI2!WI), or more pre cisely, p",_ WI! = log P( UI2[wd? There are different choices:
keep the baCk-off weight constant while adjusting the unigram probability, I keep the unigram probability constant while adjust ing the back-off weight, adjust both, or create a new bigram with the backed off probability and adjust this bigram probability. In our initial experiments, we chose the last approach which creates new bigrams. However, there are good arguments for the other choices as well, since these tcchniques will generalize the changes made to the language model to help other instances which are not exactly the same bigram. For example, if the unigram probabil ity is adjusted, P(w2Iw;) will be adjusted for every Wi W2 that is not an extant bigram in the language model. We will also tty this method and compare these two back-off strategies when a bigram does not exist: creating new bigrams or adjusting the unigrams.
Finally, if only the back-off weight is adjusted, we can think of that as changing the mass allocated for unseen events following word Wl. 2 How well such changes will generalize to new data is not well understood.
A related issue arises in class-based language models. where the bigram probab i lity is given by:
An example of a class could be a city name, and a member of tbis class "Boston." Thus the adjustment to the bigram probability can be assigned to either the class bigram or to the probability of membership of word W2 in its class.
I Strictly speaking, the baek-oft' weight has to be re-ca1culated after the unigram probability has been changed. 2The back-oft" parameter b( Wl) is not a free parameter, but rather a function of the ass igned mass in an n-gram and its corre sponding miss in the (n-I)-gram. One can therefore adjust the parameter by cbanging the proportion of ass igned mass in the n-gram, distril:Ming or removing probability mass proponionaUy among the extant n-grams.
Another interesting issue is whether certain bigram probabili ties should be adjusted if they do not have the same contexts. As an example, suppose the correct string is "A BCD" and the compet ing string is "A X Y D." Potential bigrams for adjustments include P(BIA), P(XIA), P(ClB), P(YIX), P(DIC), and P(DIY). It is obvious that P(BIA) should be increased and P(XIA) should be decreased -what we are doing is to steal mass from P(XIA) and give it to P(BIA), and this is correct because they are condi tioned on the same event: "left context is A." But should P(CIB) and P(DIC) be increased and P(YIX) and P(DIY) be decreased?
These probabilities are conditioned on different events. [f"Y" was an unfixable error, then we may not want to decrease P(DIY)
since we want to get "0" correct. If "X" was an unfixable erro r, then we may even want to adjust a new bigram P(CIX).
Such analysis has potential to improve the overall word error rate. However, in this paper we focus on the sentence erro r rate and make the simplifying assumption that all of the divergent bi grams should be adjusted: P(B1A), P(XIA), P(CIB),P(YIX), P(DIC), and P(DIY). For example, by decreasing P(DIY), we will in fact lower the total path likelihood of the competing string relative to the correct string, even though "D" was correct. In other words, P(DIY) not only affects the recognition of"O" but poten tially of"Y" as well.
EXPE�ENTALSETUP
The data used for experiments were collected as part of the DARPA Communicator Project (http://fofoca.mitre.OIg), a project with many academic and industrial participants aimed at improving natural language mixed-initiative dialogue systems with a real back-end.
The specific task was a travel reservation system allowing users to make travel arrangements for airplane ftights. cars, and hotels.
Naive subjects recruited by NIST were instructed to call systems built by the different participating sites.
The initial language model was built based on the transcrip tions of calls collected by Colorado University prior to the NIST data collection. This set contained about 8.5K sentences. Because the callers were probably in Colorado, there was a strong bias for the departing airport Denver in the data. Therefore, to generalize the language model, the transcriptions were processed in order to build a class-based language model with a "city" concept. About 375 city/airport names were included, with initial probabilities es timated based on the airport traffi c volume and weighted towards U.S. domestic cities. In addition, date, time. and other phrases were added to the data. The classes in the class-based language model were then expanded to its individual members to obtain the language model which we will refer to as the baseline in this paper.
In the summer of year 2000, subjects recruited by NIST called 9 different participating sites. Of these calls, we divided the data into two sets, those made to the Bell Labs system and those made to other sites. Our initial experiments were on a set of data col lected by Bell Labs. consisting of 1395 sentences, which included NIST subjects as well as some data from other subjects.
The baseline language model has about 900 unigrams and 41 K bigrams. The language model bigram perplexity of this language model with respect to the test set of 1395 sentences is 34. Most of the perplexity comes from the members of classes such as cities.
Without expanding the classes, the perplexity would be below 20.
RESULTS
Word graphs [6] were generated for the 1395 sentences, and N-best sentences with their associated total and component acoustic and language model scores were extracted. The scores for the correct sentence were extracted from the N-best list if the correct sentence was in the list. Otherwise, the correct sentence was force-aligned to the speech to derive an acoustic score. For simplicity, during discriminative training, we ignored any sentence in which there was an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word, including partial words which were not in the dictionary. or if there were no competing hypotheses. Out of the 1395 sentences, 1077 had no unknown words and at least one competing hypothesis.
These 1077 sentences were first used as training data for per forming discriminative training on the baseline language model.
The following parameters were used: " = 0.1, 'Y = 0.5. 8 = 0, E = 0.5. N = 50(max). During several iterations of the GPD al gorithm, we observed a steady reduction in the sentence error rate, as measured by the selection of the best hypothesis out of the N best list for each sentence. After ten iterations, the final language model was tested on the entire set of 1395 sentences by decoding using the speech recognizer. The purpose of this first experiment was to demonstrate that the algorithm is working correctly on the training data. Compared to the baseline language model, the word error rate was reduced from 19.7% to 17.8%, a relative improve ment of 1 0%. The sentence error rate went from 30.9% to 27.0%, a relative improvement of 13%. Interestingly, the bigram perplexity increased from 34 to 35. despite the reduction in word erro r rate; this observation is consistent with the argument that perplexity and word erro r rate are not perfectly correlated. Figure I shows the histogram of the misclassification function for the training data before and after discriminative training. Re call that the misclassification function is more negative when the separation between the correct and competing hypotheses is larger.
The figure shows that the histogram is shifted left, demonstrating that this separation is indeed increased after discriminative train ing. This increase in separation can improve the robustness of the language model. , , Fig. 1 . Histogram of misclassification function before (dashed line) and after (solid line) discriminative training.
The next experiment is a fair experiment that involves round robin training and testing. The set of sentences were divided into four roughly equal subsets. Three subsets were used for discrimi native training and the fourth used for testing the resulting model.
Then the subsets were rotated so that four experiments on unseen data were performed, and all the results were averaged. Table I shows the results of the round-robin experiment. The improvement on the training sentences is larger than on the test sentences, as expected. The relative improvement for the training sentences is on the order of 11-15% while that for the test sen tences is on the order of 4-6%. About 3K new bigrams were added to the language model through promotion (cf. and not to adding new bigrams. The improvements were acbieved by merely adjusting the existing parameters without increasing the complexity of the language model.
In an entirely different experiment, we used a new class-based language model that we had later built with more data (about 9K sentences collected by other sites during the NIST data co l lection)
and additional semantic classes. The data used for discriminative training included the 9K sentences, whereas testing was done on the 1395 sentences collected by Bell Labs. Only the class proba bilities were adjusted in this experiment. This has the advantage that the changes would be more generalizable. For example, the probability of any city name following a particular word could be increased or decreased. On the other hand, it neglects the actual confusion of a particular city name with other words in the vocabu lary. The baseline class-based bigram language model had a word error rate of 15.9% on the 1395 sentence test set, with a sentence error rate of 25.4%. Preliminary results with discriminative train ing gave a relative improvement of about 3%: the word erro r rate dmpped to 15.5% and sentence error rate to 24.7%.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have formulated a new method for discriminative training of language models using a list of N-best sentence hypotheses from the recognizer. The goal is to improve the separation between the total acoustic and language model scores of the correct string ftQm the competing sentences. We showed that after working out the equations for GPD training, the equations simp l ify into terms that include weighted counts of n-gram sequences that appear ex clUsively in either the correct or competing sentences. From OUT experiments on a spontaneous speech database associated with a ftight reservation dialogue system, we achieved modest improve ments in word and sentence error rates of 4-6%, without any in crease in the language model size.
In addition, even with simple discriminative training of class bigrams, we observed an improvement. Further improvements may be possible with tuning of the GPD parameters. Moreover, only the class probabilities were adjusted; it is conceivable that adjusting the member probabilities or working with the word n grams directly can improve the performance.
However, there seems to be a big mismatch between the train ing and test errors, perhaps due to different chann el conditions of different sites. If the confusiblelerror-prone sets are different in training and testing, one would not expect discriminative training to improve the language model for the test set. In addition, just because we know why something is wrong and how to fix it manu ally does not mean the algorithm can do so without sufficient data.
As an examp l e, the recognizer made a mistake: "no i said .... was recognized as ''urn i that •. " Looking at the language model and training data, we discovered that both "i said" and "i that" were not in the training corpus, so both bigram probabilities were com puted using back-off. Because the unigram probability of "said" was much smaller than for ''that,'' the recognizer made the above erro r. Using the limited data set in the first experiment, discriminative training was not able to correct for this err or because "i said" appeared only once in that set.
The idea of discriminative training on language models for speech recognition is an appealing one because probability mass can be stolen from acoustically distinct words with high probabili ties and distributed to acoustically confusible words. Thus the goal of discriminative training of the language model is to achieve mini mum recognition erro r, which need not imply maximum likelihood or minimum perplexity. For simplicity, we had kept the acoustic model constant while adjusting the language model. However, it has been shown that discriminative training of acoustic models de pends on the language model [7] . It is therefore of considerable interest to formulate a method for such joint training of acoustic and language models.
The use of an N-best list to capture the competing hypothe ses is simple but perhaps inad equate. One problem is that after the language model has been changed, certain hypotheses may emerge which were not in the N-best list. This leads to an overly optimistic estimate of the error while doing the discriminative training which may not bear out when the language model is re-inserted into the
recognizer. An N-best list also often includes sentences with only minor differences, for example iri only one or two words. As a result, only very few parameters out oftbe l arge number of par am eters in the language model will end up getting adjusted.
An improvement would be to use the word graph directly for discriminative training. However, the formulation for the word graph is more difficult because it is not clear bow to formulate the correct and competing hypotheses because of overlapping and varying durations of words. Perhaps an interesting experiment would be to convert the word graph into a word sausage [5] which explicitly lays out the competing words in order. Using word sausages can also lead to formulation of minimizing the word error rate rather than the sentence error rate.
